
RC BANDIT customer day—2011—at PMAC 

Chris tries to tell us how big it is. 

Matt looks like he’s trying to sell something. 



 Damian’s ESM P-40 

 Welcome to PMAC. May I take your order? 



 Keep your eye’s on the prize, Kev. 



 Karl and Gareth (would you buy planes off these two?) 

 Tilo—the new poster boy for RC Bandit—and his P-51 



 Common, what do you say? Hmmmmmm I’m not sure 

 Nice Tea Pot, Chris 

 Nice Sugar Pot, Kev 

Hi Karl. 



Brett—always useful as dead weight 

 There’s a new Sherriff in town! 
 Hey look Dad, mines still in 

one piece. How’s your Extra? 



 Matt’s EG YAK—Probably the best plane ever! 

 Common Matt, hurry up and crash. 



 Cheese 

 Chris’s ESM Spitfire—Hurry up and get it finished will you! 



 Alan and Stew– if only we knew what they knew 

 Gareth’s September Fury—looks fast just sitting there! 



 Danny and his WOT 4 

 Simon & Colin solve all of 
modellings problems  Where are you telling your wife 

that you are? 



 Damian’s EG Extra—no matter how bad your eyes get, you’ll 
always be able to see this one! 

 Daniel's EG Extra—it may not be fluro green, but it flys a 
whole lot better! Probably has something to do with the pilot! 



 Adrian’s Hangar 9 Sundowner—clocked at 220kph 

 Riley—best Trojan pilot ever! 



 Mikey and Grommet—EG 100cc Raven 

 Mikey just stuck it on a pole for effect. 
Awesome Photo Terry. 



 Its all OK—the wind blew it free. 

 Yes—it can fly right way up too. 



 So long, suckers 

 Damn, there go my keys. 

 Winner—most scale looking model 



Did someone order a White/Blue Raven? 

 Ming sends warning to nearby Red Indian tribe 



 Everyone say cheese 

 Frazer and his 150cc EG Raven 



 Frazer and Shaun—showing us how to do it. 

 Alan searches for the after 
burner switch. 



 John—competes with Tilo for that poster boy spot. 

 My batteries getting low. Where’s that damn pond???? 



 Brett—loses the ground again with his T-Rex 700 

 Slipstream 30cc Super Chipmunk 



 Thanks to all those that attended and helped. 
 

Special thanks to Terry Dillon for these fantastic photos. 

 Daniel’s EG Extra 50cc—Boy, can this guy fly! 


